
1. Aërometers (Measuring
tubes for liquids and
pipettes)
2. Artificial Eye (Made from
a glass water tank and glass
lenses, used to demonstrate
the properties of the human
eye)
3. Balance Scale (With
weights of different masses,
a mechanical balance scale
with a horizontal lever and a
weighing pan suspended
from each end)
4. Balls (A collection of balls
having the same weight, but
in different sizes and made
from different materials,
such as stones, woods and
metals)
5. Bow (Used to vibrate
tuning forks)
6. Brain Development
Charts (Wall charts showing
development of the brain
from gymnotus  a type of
fish  to mammal)
7. Brain Models (Set of wax
models showing the
phylogenic development of
the brain)
8. Brains (Human, sheep
and ape brains preserved in
alcohol in sealed glass jars)
9. Bunsen Burner
(Laboratory burner that
provides a single open gas
flame)
10. Carpenter's Bench
(With carpenter's tools such
as vices, saws of different
types, hammers and
consumables, used to make
laboratory equipment)
11. Cells (Primary batteries
of different types, such as

Leclanche, Grenet, Bunsen
and Grove)
12. Charts (Framed wall
charts showing the
development of the brain
from gymnotus  a type of
fish  to mammal)
13. Charts (And
photographs, framed,
showing the anatomy of
nerves and sense organs)
14. Charts (Framed wall
charts showing sections of
the brain)
15. Charts (Framed wall
charts showing various
optical illusions)
16. Chimpanzee Head
Model (Probably wax, with
part of the brain exposed on
one side)
17. Chromatoskiameter
(Device used to detect colour
vision)
18. Chronoscope (Or
chronometer, an extremely
accurate  for the period 
timekeeping device)
19. Clock (Mechanical,
capable of measuring to
1/100 of a second)
20. Coloured Glass Plates
(In different colours, used in
experiments with colour
vision)
21. Colourmixer (Made
with horizontal rotating
disks, with paper disks in
different colours, may be
small or large and pedal
powered)
22. Colour Wheels (With
disks, has colour hues
organised around a circle to
show the relationship
between them)

23. Commutator (A type of
electrical switch, used to
reverse the electrical
currents and convert AC to
DC, including mercury
commutators)
24. Cylinders (Each giving a
different note when struck
with a steel hammer)
25. Differential
Sonometer (Apparatus with
two strings that can be used
to illustrate beats)
26. Dissecting Slabs (Made
from glass, used to dissect
small creatures)
27. Dynamometer (Used to
measure power, force and
torque)
28. Ear Models (Probably
made from elastic, showing
the entire ear, the inner ear
and the drum and bones)
29. Edison Mimeograph
(Early duplicating machine)
30. Electric Bells (In
different sizes and having
different pitches)
31. Electric Phonometer
(A device used to test the
force of the human voice
when speaking)
32. Electrodes (Used in
electrical apparatus, with
wires of different types, such
as copper, brass and iron)
33. Electromagnet
(Electrically powered
magnets in different sizes)
34. Ergograph (Used to
show the relationships
between different activities)
35. Excelsior Lantern
(Electric lantern)
36. Eye Model (Clastic
models of the human eye, in
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